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On Control Systems for Human-Machine Cooperative Systems

with Stable Tool Dynamics

Takeshi Inaba∗ and Yoshiki Matsuo∗∗

In this paper, control system design of human-machine cooperative systems (HMCSs) considering maneuver-

ability is investigated. First, the representative past studies are reviewed and essential characteristics of controlled

systems are summarized as 4 transfer functions: the tool dynamics, the reaction force transfer function, the ma-

neuver transfer function, and the transfer function of object dynamics variation. Secondly, parametrization of a

general structure of control systems stabilizing the tool dynamics is presented. On the basis of the parametriza-

tion, it is clarified that the control systems have two degrees of design freedom, and the relationships among those

4 transfer functions are derived and discussed. Thirdly, it is experimentally verified that previous observations

by the authors on dynamics self-shaping characteristics of a human operator in a manual control system are also

found similar in HMCSs, and that the knowledge can be used for specifying desirable frequency characteristics

of the maneuver transfer function. Then, a control design procedure utilizing the full 2 degree of freedom is pro-

posed. An example HMCS is designed so that its maneuver transfer function is shaped suitably corresponding

to the dynamics self-shaping characteristics of the operator, as well as the transfer function of object dynamics

variation is compensated to have a gain large enough to enable the operator to recognize a small variation.

Finally, experiments are carried out to confirm the validity of the proposed design procedure.

Key Words: maneuverability, dynamics self-shaping characteristics of human operator, controller parametriza-

tion, maneuver transfer function, object dynamics variation

1. Introduction

This paper deals with control system design for HMCSs

considering maneuverability. In such a system, a human

operates a motion controlled machine physically and di-

rectly in order to manipulate an object, such as for moving

or machining. Fig.1 illustrates a simple example of such

a system, a human operator is machining with a robot

manipulator by operating it directly. In general, control

systems of HMCSs are constructed with more than one

measurement signal, and have more than one degree of

freedom in control. Hence it is important to make clear

which transfer characteristics should be considered.

From the point of view of human-oriented system de-

sign, maneuverability for human operator is essentially

important. So the first point to notice is the mechanical

dynamics of equivalent control object for the human that

includes controlled manipulator and the processing work,

that is the transfer function from the operational force

to the motion of operational point. In this paper it is

called maneuver transfer function. The maneuver trans-

fer function has been noticed in past studies not only on
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HMCSs 1), 2) but also on tele-manipulation systems 4) and

master-slave systems as the next important design speci-

fication to transparency 5)∼9). Add to these, there is also

an example where the maneuver transfer function is suit-

ably shaped with dynamic scaling of force and motion in

macro-micro bilateral systems 10). It follows from past

studies that the maneuver transfer function has been re-

garded as important, but little attention has been given

to adaptive characteristics of the operator to the maneu-

ver transfer function, self-shaping characteristics, and its

relation to maneuverability.

On the other hand, other transfer functions in HMCSs

can be specified for determining control performance of

the systems, and several investigations were made on dif-

ferent viewpoint of each researcher. For example, a design

method specifying the transfer function from human’s op-

erational force to the force applied to the object is pro-

posed. As another example, a design method specifying

two transfer functions, one is a transfer function from hu-

man’s operational force to motion of the object at the op-

erational point when the machine is apart from the object,

which is called tool dynamics, and another is a transfer

function from the force imposed on the object to human’s

operational force when the motion of operational point

is restricted, reaction force transfer function 11). In these

studies, however, investigations about maneuverability for
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the operator and class of realizable control system have

not been made. We recently proposed a design method

that can specify not only maneuver transfer function but

also transfer function of object dynamics variation, that is

how variation of the characteristics of the object is trans-

ferred to the human operator 13), 14). However, relation

between transfer function of object dynamics variation

and other important characteristics of the system such as

tool dynamics has not been made clear, and design exam-

ples that specify both transfer function of object dynam-

ics variation and maneuver transfer function to get good

maneuverability have not been given.

In this study, we propose a new design method that

considers the maneuver transfer function and the trans-

fer function of object dynamics variation. At first,

parametrization of a general structure of control systems

of HMCSs stabilizing the tool dynamics is presented, and

it is clarified that the systems have two degrees of design

freedom. Then, based on parametrization of important

transfer functions in the system, relation between trans-

fer functions noticed in our method and those noticed in

past studies is examined 15), 16). Second, it is experimen-

tally verified that the findings on self-shaping character-

istics in manual control systems 19) also hold similarly in

HMCSs and the knowledge can be used for specifying de-

sirable frequency characteristics of the maneuver transfer

function. Then, a control design procedure utilizing the

full two degree of freedom is proposed. For an exam-

ple human-machine cooperative task to trace a bound-

ary where object dynamics varies, control system is de-

signed so that its maneuver transfer function is shaped

suitably corresponding to the self-shaping characteristics

of the operator, as well as the transfer function of ob-

ject dynamics variation is compensated to have a gain

large enough to enable the operator to recognize a small

variation. Finally, experiments are carried out to verify

that maneuverability is improved greatly and those two

transfer functions are specified separately by the design

procedure.

2. Past studies on HMCSs

In this section, features of representative past studies

are outlined from the viewpoint of control system design.

2. 1 Control system of the Extender

Kazerooni et al. named manipulator system expanding

human’s force the Extender, and have done pioneering re-

search on HMCSs 3). Control system of the Extender is il-

lustrated as Fig.2 1), 2), where Ex(s) is transfer function of

Human Operator

Object

fo

fh, xh

Motion Controlled
Machine

Controller

Fig. 1 Simple example of HMCSs.

the Extender, and the Extender is suitably position con-

trolled so as to be able to ignore operator’s force feh and

the force imposed on the Extender from the environment

fen. They take up two transfer functions, from feh to fen

and from operational motion ye to feh. Because there is a

relationship fen(s) = −E−1
n (s) ye(s) + fext(s), these two

transfer functions are not independent, and treated sepa-

rately on design problem, that is, only one design freedom

of control system is utilized.
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Fig. 2 Dynamics of extender, human, environment and com-

pensators 1).

2. 2 Control based on virtual tool dynamics

Kosuge et al. proposed a method of controlling the

human-machine system based on virtual tool dynam-

ics 11). In this method, a robot manipulator is nonlin-

early controlled and compensated so that an equation,

Mv ẍ+Dv ẋ = Q Fh−Fe, holds. In that case, the HMCS

can be considered as three separated parts, humnan oper-

ator, environment (object) and virtual tool as Fig.3, and it

is possible to discuss stability of the system based on pas-

sivity. In this method, two transfer functions are treated.

One is the tool dynamics, a transfer function from fh(t)

to motion of the object at the operational point, ẋ, when

the machine is apart from the object (Fe = 0), and an-

other is augmentation ratio of Fe(t) to Fh(t) when the

motion of operational point is restricted (ẍ = ẋ = 0). Al-

though it is argued that these two transfer functions can

be specified independently, maneuverability on the con-

dition that the manipulator is in contact with the object

is not discussed. For that reason this method is valid
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only for relatively simple tasks like peg-in-hole task that

does not require delicate operation with movement of the

object.

Environment

Operator
– Fh

Fe

.
x

Q

Robot with
Virtual Tool
Dynamics–

0

Forward time-invariant
linear block

Backward non-linear block

F

Fig. 3 Man-machine system based on virtual tool dynam-

ics 11).

2. 3 Control system to ease recognition of ob-

ject dynamics variation

We have investigated design method of control system

of HMCS aiming to ease skillful work 14). In this method

maneuver transfer function G(s), the transfer function

from the operational force fh to the motion of opera-

tional point xh while the manipulator is contact with the

object, is specified, and its sensitivity function S(s) to

object dynamics variation is also specified, where S(s)

is defined as S(s) = ∆G(s)
∆P (s)

and it is assumed that the

variations of PO(s) and G(s) are multiplicative, that is,

P̃ (s) = P0(s) (1 + ∆P (s)) and G̃(s) = G0(s) (1 + ∆G(s)).

The system’s block diagram is illustrated as Fig.4. Pro-

posed method is applied to an example task that requires

recognition of small variation of object dynamics, and ex-

perimental results show validity of the method 13).

CH R

CE

–

fh r

ΔP
–

P0
1

Manipulator

Object

fO

xh

Fig. 4 Block diagram of a control system for a HMCS con-

sidering object dynamics variation 13).

In contrast to two prior methods, this method has dis-

tinctive feature in terms of making use of multiple degree

of design freedom and noticing both maneuver transfer

function and its sensitivity function. However, relation

between these two functions and design specifications of

prior methods has not been made clear, and it has not

been concretely discussed how maneuver transfer func-

tion should be specified to get good maneuverability. So

in the following sections general structure of control sys-

tems for HMCSs is presented and investigation into these

problems based on the structure is made.

3. A general structure of control systems of
HMCSs and essential controlled charac-
teristics

In this section, a general configuration of control sys-

tems for HMCSs with three measured signals, and essen-

tial controlled characteristics of the systems are classified

into four characteristics.

3. 1 General configuration of a control system

for a HMCSs and 4 essential controlled

characteristics

Including prior studies mentioned above, a configura-

tion of control systems for HMCSs is generalized as Fig.5.

In this configuration three signals, the operational force

fh(t), the force acting on the object fo(t) and the motion

of the operational point xm(t), are measured and used

as inputs for compensators. These signals are vector val-

ued and xh is usually velocity or position depending on

intended task. It is assumed that nonlinearities of and in-

terference between the motion coordinates of the machine

are compensated by using these measurements 11) so that

the characteristics of the machine can be expressed by a

linear transfer function matrix PM (s).

fh xh

–
CH

CO
fo

Machine

 Object

CM

–
PM

PO
–1

Fig. 5 General configuration of a control system for a HM-

CSs.

As mentioned in previous section, one or two con-

trolled characteristics are noticed on each design proce-

dure. These characteristics are classified into following

four characteristics based on the general configuration,

Fig.5.

Tool dynamics GT (s): transfer function from hu-

man’s operational force, fh, to motion of the object

at the operational point, xh, when the machine is apart

from the object.

Reaction force transfer function GF (s) : transfer

function from the reaction force fo(t) to the operational

force fh(t) when the motion of the object at the oper-

ational point is fully constrained.
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Maneuver transfer function G(s) : transfer function

from the operational force fh(t) to the motion of op-

erational point xm(t) when the machine contacts and

moves with the object.

Transfer function of object dynamics variation G∆(s):

transfer function represents how variation of the object

impedance affects the maneuver impedance from the

viewpoint of the human operator.

In the Extender project by Kazerooni et al., only G(s),

is noticed in spite of the design freedom of two. In the

method based on virtual tool dynamics by Kosuge et al.,

GT (s) and GF (s) are simultaneously noticed. In contrast,

in the previous method of the authors, G(s) and G∆(s)

are simultaneously considered, where G∆(s) is extended

version of S(s) in previous study 13) and defined as fol-

lows.

G∆(s) ≡ ∆G−1 (∆
P−1

O
)−1 (1)

Where it is assumed that variations of P−1
O (s) and G−1(s)

are multiplicative.
{

P̃−1
O (s) = P−1

O (s) (I + ∆
P−1

O
)

G̃−1(s) = G−1(s) (I + ∆G−1)
(2)

3. 2 General structure of control systems for

HMCSs stabilizing their tool dynamics

and parametrization of 4 essential trans-

fer functions

Now let us consider the class of all control systems with

stable transfer functions from fh(t) and fo(t) to xm(t)

when the machine is apart from the object PO(s). This

requirement of stability seems reasonable for safety of the

system.

If compensators CH(s) and CM (s) are linear rational

transfer functions, the system of Fig.5 can be depicted as

Fig.6 based on YJBK parameterization of all stabilized

linear control systems, where N(s) is derived from a right

coprime factorization of the machine PM (s),

PM (s) = N(s) D−1(s), (N(s), D(s) ∈ RH∞), (3)

and KH(s), KO(s) ∈ RH∞ are free parameters (RH∞ is

the set of stable and proper transfer function matrices).

Fig.6 illustrates a general structure of the all control sys-

tems for HMCSs with stable tool dynamics. Note that the

structure has two design freedom with KH(s) and KO(s).

According to the general structure 4 essential transfer

functions in previous section are parameterized by KH(s)

and KO(s) as follows.

Tool dynamics

GT (s) = N(s) KH(s) (4)

fh xh
KH

–
N

PO
–1

fO
KO

Fig. 6 Structure of the all control systems for HMCSs with

stable tool dynamics.

Reaction force transfer function

GF (s) = K−1
H (s) KO(s) (5)

Maneuver transfer function

G(s) =
(
I + N(s) KO(s) P−1

O (s)
)−1

N(s) KH(s)

=
(
I + GT (s) GF (s) P−1

O (s)
)−1

GT (s) (6)

Transfer function of object dynamics variation

G∆(s) =
(
I + N(s)KO(s)P−1

O (s)
)−1

N(s)KO(s)P−1
O (s)

= G(s)GF (s)P−1
O (s) (7)

It has been made clear that 2 transfer functions can be

specified independently among of 4 essential transfer func-

tions.

3. 3 Constraints on transfer function of object

dynamics variation

As mentioned later, if transfer function of object dy-

namics variation G∆(s) is shaped suitably, variation of

object dynamics will be recognizable and it makes a sort

of difficult task easy. However, there must be design con-

straints on G∆(s) from robust stability and so on.

For considering robust stability condition of G(s), block

diagram of the system Fig.7 (a), which includes varia-

tion of object impedance, collapses to block diagram (b),

where

M(s) = −
(
I + N(s) KO(s) P−1

O (s)
)−1

N(s) KO(s) P−1
O (s)

= −G∆(s). (8)

robust stability condition of the system is identical to sta-

bility of
(
I −M(s)∆

P−1
O

)−1

, and its sufficient condition

is

‖M ∆
P−1

O
‖∞ = ‖G∆ ∆

P−1
O
‖∞ < 1. (9)

This means that the smaller ∆
P−1

O
, the larger G∆(s)

is allowed, and we can say that the constraint on G∆(s)

from robust stability is not so tight.

On the other hand, there is a constraint on G∆(s) from

stability of tool dynamics. From equation (4), (6) and

(7), GT (s) can be expressed as

GT (s) = (I −G∆(s))−1 G(s). (10)
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Fig. 7 Block diagram of the control system considering vari-

ation of the object dynamics.

Assuming G(s) is stable, stability of (I −G∆(s))−1 is

required, and its sufficient condition is

‖G∆‖∞ < 1. (11)

Practically, this condition is more tight than inequality

(9). Actually, on design example in our past study 13), 14),

tool dynamics was not stable. To combine stability of

GT (s) and large gain of G∆(s), some scheme such as con-

troller switching may be needed. Because above discus-

sion is based on sufficient condition, there are more than

a few case that the condition need not to be so tight ac-

cording to selecting of G(s) and G∆(s).

4. Self-shaping characteristics of human op-
erator in HMCSs and maneuverability

In this section, it is experimentally verified that the

findings on self-shaping characteristics of a human opera-

tor in a manual control system are also found similarly in

HMCSs, and the knowledge can be used for specifying de-

sirable frequency characteristics of the maneuver transfer

function.

4. 1 Self-shaping characteristics of a human op-

erator on manual control systems

Self-shaping characteristics of a human operator on

manual control systems based on especially visual feed-

back is well known as crossover model 17). This model

says that the human operator shapes his own dynamics

with characteristics listed below.

• Slope of Bode plot of open-loop transfer function is

−20 [dB/dec] near the gain crossover frequency.

•Crossover frequency is fixed at his own value.

•Crossover frequency is lowered if high frequency in-

formation are unnecessarily displayed.

We have pointed out that success of self-shaping has

great relevance to maneuverability, and proposed a design

method of compensators of manual control system 18). In

addition, we also found out self-shaping characteristics on

hand position control in manual control systems with only

motion sensation feedback 19) (Fig.8). Likewise crossover

model, the operator in in manual control systems based

on motion sensation tries to make the slope of Bode plot

of open-loop transfer function to be −20 [dB/dec] around

crossover frequency. In addition, there are the following

distinctive features.

• In comparison with visual sensation case, the

crossover frequency obtained becomes higher, but varies

according to object dynamics.

•Achievable class of self-shaping is limited, more-

over, maneuverability has direct connection with if self-

shaping is made successfully.

•Considering output of the system to be operator’s

hand position, obtained crossover frequency becomes

higher when the object dynamics has first order inte-

gral property at the frequencies near gain crossover.

From the above, the self-shaping characteristics in HM-

CSs with motion sensation has great relevance to ma-

neuverability. It means that the transfer function of the

equivalent control object GE(s) should be selected prop-

erly considering the characteristics.

H
–

GE
fh xh

fd

xr

Human Operator Control
Object

Fig. 8 Manual control system based on motion sensation.

4. 2 Outline of experiments

From the viewpoint of the operator, HMCSs can be re-

gard as the configuration of Fig.8.

From the viewpoint of the operator, the HMCSs can be

also regarded as a manual control system of Fig.8. So if

there holds the self-shaping characteristics based on mo-

tion sensation in the system, the knowledge can be used

for specifying desirable frequency characteristics of the

equivalent maneuver transfer function GE(s). To confirm

this, experiments are carried out as follows.

In the same way as the virtual tool method by Ko-

suge et al. and other past studies, tool transfer function

is shaped as mass-damper system. Assuming the object

dynamics to be mass-damper-spring system, the equiva-

lent maneuver transfer function becaomes mass-damper-

spring system as equation (12). Notice that the velocity

of the operational point is chosen as xh(t).

GE(s) =
s

M s2 + D s + K
(12)

The experimental system consists of an industrial robot

manipulator with a force sensing grip (Fig.9). In this ex-

periments, the operation is restricted to a straight-line
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motion in right and left direction of the operator. Dy-

namics of the specified GE(s) and disturbance fd(t) are

simulated by a personal computer, and the position ref-

erence signal to the controller of the robot manipulator

is calculated based on measured operational force fh(t).

The human operator is directed to keep his/her hand mo-

tion xh(t) as small as possible against the disturbance

only by voluntary operation without visual information.

Fig. 9 Experimental system.

4. 3 Experimental results

In this study, we think of getting good maneuverabil-

ity as operating the way he/she want. This means that

the wider control band of manual control system8, the

better maneuverability. So we can regard the crossover

frequency as an index of maneuverability.

Experiments are carried out for 3 adult men after

enough practice. There are indeed some differences

among their results, but self-shaping characteristics have

common properties. In this paper, we will discuss based

on results of representative one.

As mentioned in subsection 4. 1, the equivalent control

object GE(s) should have a suitable viscosity for good

maneuverability. Since the output of the manual control

system xh(t) is chosen to be the velocity, frequency char-

acteristics of GE(s) should have a almost flat gain. At

first, experiments for examining self-shaping characteris-

tics of the operator for such GE(s) as shown Fig.10(a) are

carried out. Fig.10(b) shows analysis results of a subject,

Subject A, and it is found that open loop characteristics

GE(s) H(s) are shaped integral characteristics around its

crossover frequencies by operator’s self-shaping. It is also

found that the crossover frequency increases as gain of

GE(s) is increased. There is, however, a limit of the gain

(plotted in thick line), and when the gain exceeds the

limit, the crossover frequency is also limited and the ma-

neuverability is extremely spoiled. Fig.10(c) shows that

crossover frequencies for three GE(s)s with higher gain are

almost same, and Fig.10(d) shows that if gain of GE(s)

is insufficiently large, the coherence between fd and fh is

lowered. This means that there is the optimum gain, and

the thick line in Fig.10 (a), GE1(s), shows the optimum

GE(s) for Subject A.
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Fig. 10 Loop-shaping characteristics of a human operator for

various GE(s) dominated by viscosity.

Then, the influence of inertia M on self-shaping char-

acteristics has been examined using GE(s)s in Fig.11 (a),

and it is found that the maneuverability is spoiled and

the crossover frequency of GE(s) H(s) becomes low when

the gain of GE(s) is not flat around the crossover fre-

quency as shown in Fig.11 (b). Similarly, the influence

of the elasticity K has been examined, and the results

are shown in Fig.11 (c). It is also found that the ma-

neuverability is spoiled when the gain of GE(s) is not

flat around the crossover frequency like the influence of

inertia M . However, from Fig.11 (d) that is open loop

frequency responses for two subjects, Subject A and B,

with same large K, it is newly found that the influence of

the elasticity in lower frequencies depends on the subject.

From above experiments, when the operating velocity

is regarded as the system output xh, It is found that the

frequency response of the equivalent object GE(s) should

have a flat gain over a sufficiently wide frequency range

for good maneuverability. As mentioned in section 4. 1,

that the crossover frequency is lowered if high frequency

information are unnecessarily displayed to the operator.

This is one of properties of manual control system with
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visual sensation, but there probably be the same kind of

lowering of the crossover frequency in the system with mo-

tion sensation, too. And furthermore, it is necessary to

make clear to what extent GE(s) should be compensated

to have flat gain over low-frequency range for decreasing

gain with elasticity of the object.

Thus GE(s) has to be suitably narrowed its bandwidth

without spoiling maneuverability. From results shown in

Fig.11, it is found that the bandwidth can be narrowed

so much as Fig.12(a) without lowing the crossover fre-

quency. Now it remains to search an optimal gain of

flat part of GE(s). From experimental results shown in

Fig.12, it can be verified that the relationship between the

gain and self-shaping characteristics are unchanged from

wide bandwidth case, Fig.10. Consequently a desirable

frequency response of GE(s) for Subject A is chosen as

the thick line in Fig.12(a), and its parameters are as fol-

lows: M = 0.56 [kg], D = 56 [Ns/m] and K = 33 [N/m].

The open loop frequency responses of GE(s) H(s) for the

desirable GE(s) is the thick line in Fig.12 (b).

Thus it is confirmed that there also exist self-shaping

characteristics of a human operator in a HMCS based on

motion sensation, its relevance to maneuverability, and a

class of GE(s) for good maneuverability.
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Fig. 11 Influences of M and K on the Loop-shaping charac-

teristics.
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Fig. 12 Loop-shaping characteristics of a human operator for

various GE(s) that have flat gain over moderate fre-

quency range.

5. Design method specifying both the ma-
neuver transfer function and the transfer
function of object dynamics variation

In this section, a design method specifying both the ma-

neuver transfer function G(s) and the transfer function of

object dynamics variation G∆(s) is proposed.

5. 1 Proposed method

In HMCSs, GE(s) is correspond to maneuver transfer

function G(s) or tool dynamics GT (s), so we can increase

maneuverability if these functions are properly specified.

If only GT (s) is shaped to the desirable frequency re-

sponse, maneuverability would be spoiled because GE(s)

is depend on the object dynamics. From parameteri-

zation mentioned in section 3. 2, although we can make

G(s) = GT (s) with the compensator KO(s) = 0, but this

means the reaction force fo(t) not be transferred to the

operator and G∆(s) = 0. This results in losing advan-

tages of HMCSs. In this way, there is trade-off between

maneuverability with the object dynamics variation and

ease of recognition of the variation. In this study, we aim

at making HMCSs in which the operator can manipulate

the object skillfully as he feels the reaction force from it.

So, we specify nominal maneuver transfer function G(s)

first, and the rest of the design freedom is used for shaping

G∆(s) to ease recognition of the object dynamics varia-

tion. Indeed, there are differences among individuals in

desirable frequency response of GE(s), but desirable fre-

quency response of G∆(s) depends on operating task and

the differences are not so large. It is one of features of

proposed method that G(s) can be adjusted according to

the operator keeping G∆(s) specified.

5. 2 Design procedure

For simplicity, it is assumed that the motion freedom

of cooperative task is 1 and the transfer functions of the

machine N(s), the nominal object P−1
O (s) and the object
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with variation are represented as follows

N(s) =
1

MN s + DN
(13)

PO(s) =
s

MP s2 + DP s + KP
(14)

P̃O(s) =
s

M̃P s2 + D̃P s + K̃P

. (15)

Choose desirable G(s) as

G(s) =
s

MG s2 + DG s + KG
(16)

according to the results in the previous subsection, and

G∆(s) is considered as a 2nd order low-pass filter,

G∆(s) =
K∆

M∆ s2 + D∆ s + K∆
. (17)

From equation (10), GT (s) is represented as next equa-

tion, and it is stable if its parameters are positive.

GT (s) =
M∆ s2 + D∆ s + K∆

MG s2 + DG s + KG
· 1

M∆ s + D∆
(18)

To get robust stability of G(s), stability of net equation

is required, and this restricts parameter K∆.

(
1 + G∆(s)∆

P−1
O

)−1

=

L(s)

L(s) + K∆ (∆MP s2 + ∆DP s + ∆KP )
(19)

where

L(s) = (M∆ s2 + D∆ s + K∆)·
(MP s2 + DP s + KP ) (20)

∆MP = M̃P −MP , ∆DP = D̃P −DP ,

∆KP = K̃P −KP . (21)

From equations (6) and (7), compensators that achieve

transfer functions G(s) and G∆(s) are obtained as follows.

KH(s) =
(MN s + DN ) (M∆ s2 + D∆ s + K∆)

(MG s2 + DG s + KG) (M∆ s + D∆)
(22)

KO(s) =
(MN s + DN ) K∆

(MP s2 + DP s + KP ) (M∆ s + D∆)
(23)

These compensators are stable, so the control system

surely belongs to the general structure of Fig.6.

6. Example cooperative task and experi-
ments

In this section, a design example of the control system

based on design procedure proposed in section 5. 2 is pre-

sented, and validity of the procedure is confirmed.

6. 1 Example task settings

As an example, we assume a task to trace a bound-

ary where object dynamics varies as shown in Fig. ??.

In this task, it is important that G(s) has desirable fre-

quency response for the maneuverability, and also G∆(s)

has a gain large enough for operator to sense the variation

PP
~

fh, xh

Fig. 13 Example cooperative task to trace a boundary line

of object dynamics variation.

of the object dynamics.

In this example, we assume an elastic object represented

as

P−1
O (s) =

KP

s
. (24)

Where the elastic parameter KP varies from KP = 33

[N/m] to K̃P = 165 [N/m] over a zone of ±5 [mm] on

the boundary which is unknown to the subjects. The pa-

rameters of N(s) are assumed to be MN = 0.56 [kg] and

DN = 56 [N s/m].

6. 2 Settings of desired G(s) and G∆(s)

Parameters in desired G(s), equation (16), are taken as

MG = 0.56 [kg], DG = 56 [N s/m] and KG = 33 [N/m],

according to results in section 4. 3. For desired G∆(s),

equation (17), M∆ and D∆ are fixed as M∆ = 0.56[kg],

D∆ = 56 [N s/m], and influence of K∆ on maneuverabil-

ity is examined.

To ease recognition of variation of the object dynamics,

G∆(s) has enough gain on frequency range of operating

motion, so, K∆ needs to be large. Although it is con-

firmed from equation (19) that G(s) is robustly stable re-

gardless of K∆, but unnecessarily large K∆ is undesirable

in terms of stability margin. Two K∆s, K∆ = 33 and 660

[N/m], are taken for below experiments, and frequency

responses of G∆(s) are plotted in Fig.14. From the plot

for K∆ = 33, broken line, the gain of G∆(s) is decreased

at 7 [rad/s], prospective crossover frequency for Subject

A, and there is the possibility that the operator hardly

recognize the object dynamics variation. On the other

hand, for K∆ = 660, bandwidth of G∆(s) is sufficiently

wide, good recognition of the variation is expected.

6. 3 Experimental results and discussion

Experiments are carried out with K∆ = 33 and K∆ =

660. A subject is directed to trace the boundary of the

object dynamics variation without visual sensation. The

experimental results are shown in Fig. 15.

In each figures, the thick line represents hand position,

and the variation of the elastic parameter KP occurs in
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Fig. 14 Frequency responses of G∆(s).

the boundary zone between thin lines. The elastic param-

eter is taken as KP = 33 in white zone and K̃P = 165

in gray zone. The results show that the subject can

hardly recognize the boundary and the tracing task is

not achieved with K∆ = 33, but the task is achieved very

well with K∆ = 660.
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Fig. 15 Results of tracing experiments.

Additional experiments are carried out to make sure

that G(s) can be specified independently of G∆(s). Self-

shaping characteristics are examined with disturbance re-

jection task the same as section 4. 3, and results are shown

in Fig.16. From the results, it is found that almost same

crossover frequency is achieved in spite of different G∆(s).

And this means that G(s) is independence from G∆(s)

and good maneuverability can be achieved.

As mentioned above, it is confirmed that the proposed

method is very valid for the task in which recognition of

the object dynamics variation is important.
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Fig. 16 Frequency responses of G(s) H(s) for different set-

tings of G∆(s).

7. Conclusion

In this paper, the we have investigated control system

design of HMCSs considering maneuverability, and the

following results have been obtained.

•A general structure of control systems for HMCSs sta-

bilizing their tool dynamics was found, and it was made

clear that design freedom of the system is 2.

• 4 essential transfer functions were parameterized, and

relevance of maneuver transfer function and transfer

function of object dynamics variation to the functions

noticed in past studies was made clear.

• It was experimentally verified that there exists self-

shaping characteristics of a operator in HMCSs with

mass-damper-spring type equivalent maneuver trans-

fer function, and maneuver transfer function must be

shaped so that the operator easily achieves self-shaping

for increasing maneuverability.

•A control design procedure that can specify both the

maneuver transfer function according to self-shaping

characteristics and the transfer function of object dy-

namics variation to ease recognition of the object dy-

namics variation was proposed.

•Validity of the proposed design procedure was con-

firmed by experiments on a cooperative task to trace a

boundary of object dynamics variation, and it is con-

firmed that maneuverability was remarkably increased.

As future studies, the authors are interested in expan-

sion of the motion freedom of the cooperative task and

development of a control scheme adaptable to differences

of the desirable maneuver transfer function among indi-

viduals.
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